Intentional Leadership:
Align, Achieve, Advance!
September 18-19, 2017
The Westin Atlanta Perimeter North
7 Concourse Parkway NE, Atlanta, GA
September 18
3 pm

Registration Opens

4:30 – 4:45 pm Welcome Remarks
4:45 – 5:45 pm Opening General Session
Patti DeNucci – Intentional Networking

Get launched into the intentional networking mindset with Patti
DeNucci.
Whether you’re an expert networker or a relative newbie, an
introvert or an extrovert, learn how to leverage your existing
skills to strengthen your network for career growth and
powerful results.

5:45 – 7:30 pm Opening Reception and Silent Auction
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September 19
7am – 3:15 pm

Registration Opens

9 – 3:45 pm

The Headshot Lounge

Your “digital self” is just as legitimate as your tangible, real self. Most of the time, people do
business with a person, and not the company. A new professionally-taken headshot allows
you to update your professional brand, influences how leadership and key influencers in the
payments industry see you, and helps you build relationships with internal and external
clients. Reserve your spot for The Headshot Lounge, which features experienced
professional photographers and stylists. This is free to Summit attendees but space is
limited.

8 – 9 am

Awards Breakfast and Opening Remarks

9 – 10:30 am

Stuart Diamond - Getting More from Every Negotiation
Everyone utilizes negotiation—in our professional as well as our
personal lives. But even seasoned negotiators continually look
for ways to sharpen their game.

Come hear from one of the world’s leading experts on
negotiation, as he discusses, in 90 minutes, the essential
elements of his Wharton course and New York Times bestselling book, Getting More. He will share the same principles as
those adopted by U.S. Special Operations for the training of
U.S. Special Forces, Green Berets, Navy SEALs, U.S. Marines
and government leaders in more than 40 counties, including in Eastern Europe, former
Soviet Republics, China, Latin America, the Middle East, Canada, South Africa, and the
United States.
Stuart Diamond is an American Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist, attorney, author and
professor. His Wharton course is the most sought-after in this highly-acclaimed business
school. Copies of his book, Getting More, will be given to the first 250 who register.

10:30 – 10:45 am Refreshment Break
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10:45 – 11:30 am

Shelley Row - Intentional Decision Making
Is valuable time wasted searching for just one more piece of
information? Do you ever hear, “This is taking w-a-y too long?” When
someone flies off the handle, is time squandered doing damage
control? Do you notice that sometimes data alone is not enough?
These are challenges that face every decision-maker.
Shelley Row proves why the most effective decision-making comes
from the skilled balance of cognition and intuition, she calls
infotuition®. In this session, learn to go with your gut and make
effective decisions in an over-thinking world.

11:30 – Noon

Mentoring: Joining Forces to Move Up Together!

Many senior leaders are highly effective in leading millennials and Gen-Xers—both male and
female. However, many would probably admit they don’t have all the secrets of how to
effectively identify, lead, coach, motivate, and maximize the gifts of emerging leaders.
In this session, a panel of emerging leaders discuss ways senior leaders could better unlock
their potential and what an effective mentor/coaching boss relationship looks like to them. We
will delve deeper into the multiple benefits to both mentees and mentors who engage in
Wnet’s signature Mentor Exchange.

Noon – 12:45 pm

Table Talks Networking Lunch

12:45- 1:45 pm

Wnet Power Panel – The Best of the Best

Global industry leaders join forces to provide invaluable insight on what it takes to be an
executive in today’s complex world of payments. Learn as they discuss how they built their
careers, overcame obstacles, embraced diversity, and continue to grow and develop with
technologies and companies that are changing by the minute.
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Allison Guidette,
CEO, G2Web
Services

Eileen Simon, Chief
Franchise Integrity Officer,
MasterCard

Talbott Roche, CEO,
Blackhawk

Carleigh Jaques, SVP,
Global Head of Digital
Merchant Products, Visa

Christine Larsen,
EVP & COO, First
Data

Theresa Gongora, Head of
Corporate Strategy &
Planning, TSYS
Panel Moderator

1:45 – 2:30 pm Kathy Green – Conscious Leadership
Interpersonal effectiveness is listed as one of the critical skills required
for executive success. And yet, we all do and say things from time to
time that are less productive than we’d like. Why? What causes us to
repeat patterns that don’t serve us?
Kathy Green, Managing Partner of Executive Coaching Connections
will help us explore how our underlying beliefs and assumptions drive
our behaviors, and how we can act and lead more consciously. Kathy is
most widely known for her expertise in coaching senior executives and their teams. She’s
sharing a process she uses with these clients that helps them make conscious leadership
choices. Don’t miss this opportunity to learn and get critical insights from one of the world’s
top C-suite executive coaches.

2:30- 2:45 pm
2:45 – 3:45 pm

Refreshment Break
Jan Jones Blackhurst - Intentional Communication
As former Mayor of Las Vegas, Nevada and current Executive Vice
President, Government Relations & Corporate Responsibility for
Caesars Entertainment, Jan Jones Blackhurst, understands the
power of effective communication.
Jan Jones Blackhurst will share her stories of leadership wins and
their impact on personal and organizational success.

3:45 – 5:00 pm Closing Networking Reception
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